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Michael Leunig is a real original. His cartoons are the paintings of a wildly imaginitive mind: he's
a poet and metaphysician in addition to an artist. Leunig's A New Penguin Leunig matters are
as bold as his approach is simple. international cataclyse the flood, loneliness, cruelty, lust and
greed. via those runs the vein of his compassion and humanity - his humour - illuminating many
a gloomy theme.
What a great read. this can be by A New Penguin Leunig means of a ways the sharpest edged,
the angriest of the Leunig paintings I’ve read. it really is tremendous at taking over the
hypocrisy of an afternoon and age that trains humans for torture and that sends humans to

battle in line with lies, after we should still understand better. In photograph and in short word,
the writer packs a punch. a massive one. I enjoyed it. I enjoyed the problem of it. It jogs my
memory of the Afghan women’s poetry. simply lines, yet bam it hits you among the eyes.
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